
Small Sandstone Dancing Vastu
Ganesh ji Statue 7 inch
Read More
SKU: 01314
Price: ₹10,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Dancing Ganesha Statue, Sandstone Ganesh Ji
idol

Product Description

The craftsman created the beautiful sculpture to serve as a straightforward
expression of Godly quality in the design of the Dancing Vaastu Ganesha Ji statue.
Material: Sandstone Redstone Dimension (HWL):  7 x 5 x 2.5 inch Position: Dancing
Features of the Dancing Ganesha idol :

The above statue illustrates the "Dancing Vaastu Ganesha Ji statue".
With one foot placed on the ground and the other bend towards the knee during the
dance.
While he holds his broken tusk in his principal right hand, sweetmeats, a battle-ax, and a
prayer bead are there in his other hands.
His trunk curled in the end is having his favorite snack the sweetmeats.
Seen along with his mount the Indian bandicoot rat humbly stared at him on a lotus
pedestal beneath his feet.

Significance of the dancing Ganesha Vastu Murti:

The dancing Ganesha god statue explains celestial changes and creation.
He acquired the skill from his parents, Lord Shiva's dance "Tandava" and Goddess Parvati's
dance lasya, merging them delightfully.
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Gana means group, Isha means chief, therefore he is the chief of a group of attendants of
Lord Shiva.
He is Achintya – beyond the idea, Avyakta – beyond word, Ananta – eternal, or beyond
time.
He is, 'Ajam Nirvikalpam Niraakaaramekam.' which means  Lord Ganesha is Ajam
(unborn),  Nirvikalpa (attributeless), Niraakaar (formless), which signifies the universal
consciousness.
 Ganesh Chaturthi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon period (Shukla Chaturthi) in
the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad.

Even on a budget, you can create a home that looks straight out of a luxury
magazine with the statuette:

Placing it on an end table can provide a more updated and modern look to your home.
Make your home look worthy of a catalog by exhibiting the Ganpati Murti in a china
cabinet.
Vacant spaces in the corner can be dressed up to make the whole room look more styled.
Display the art piece in the entryway or foyer might be the first thing people notice giving
details special attention.
 Create a big impact where guests won’t expect it like the tabletops, reception desks, or
office desks.
Give the space a subtle and distinctive design element by placing it on the floating shelve.
Built-in shelve will give them a whole new look and won’t set your budget back.
Gift them to your loved ones during their marriage, birth, and housewarming ceremonies.

Godsends of the Vastu Ganesh Ji statue:

Ganesha God takes away problems, and dismay.
Brings happiness into the life of the devotee.
Boost the mercury planet of your birth chart.
Eliminate all your hindrances.
You will gain knowledge and wisdom.

Cleaning guidance of the Nritya Ganpati: 

The Ganesha adorning statue for the home requires a systematic cleaning, to maintain its
brilliance curvy appearance.
For dusting use, a small paint brush to reach the crevices of the figurine where the
chances of the stack of dust are more.
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Siddhi Vinayak Statue in Odisha
Granite Stone 16 inch
Read More
SKU: 01295
Price: ₹16,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi Ganesha Statue, Temple
Statue

Product Description

Black Granite Stone Right Trunk
Ganadhipati Statue 12 in
Read More
SKU: 01289
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi Ganesha Statue, Temple
Statue

Product Description
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Black Granite Stone 10.5 in
Vastu Left Trunk Genesha
Statue
Read More
SKU: 01288
Price: ₹9,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, Left Trunk Ganesh Idol, outdoor
statue, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesh, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

Blackstone Granite Right Trunk
Sitting Ganapati Idol 13 inch
Read More
SKU: 01286
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Siddhi Ganesha Statue, Statue
Manufacturer in Bangalore, Temple Statue

Product Description
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Blackstone Granite Vastu
Ganesh Sculpture 11 inch
Read More
SKU: 01285
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, Left Trunk Ganesh Idol, outdoor
statue, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesh, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

Granite Stone 12.5 inch Sitting
Left Trunk Vastu Ganesh Idol
Read More
SKU: 01284
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description
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Granite Blackstone Small Sitting
Vastu Ganesha Statue 8.5 in
Read More
SKU: 01282
Price: ₹7,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

Give your home or apartment breathing space so that positive energy can flow into
your home or apartment with the small sitting Vaastu Ganesha statue.
Material: Black stone / Granite stone Dimension(HWL): 8.5 x 5 x 2.5 inch Position: Sitting
Height:  8.5 inches Details of the sitting temple Vaastu Ganesha Murti :

The statue shown above of the elephant-headed god "Lord Ganpati".
 Sitting in Lalitasana on a lotus plinth, with four arms, with the two upper arms holding the
noose and goad, while one of the lower ones is holding his favorite sweetmeats and the
other gestures in Abhay Mudra.
The trunk of this statue is curved toward the right, looking humbly.

 Siddhi Vinayaka:

Lord Ganesha is considered the God of auspicious beginnings and the bestower of fortune
in abundance.
The right side trunk is called Siddhi Vinayaka. Siddhi, one of the wives of Ganpati lives to
his right and hence, thus the idol with a trunk curved to the right is called Siddhi Vinayaka.
The right-sided idol also signifies the Pingala Nadi or the energy of the sun, burning, fiery,
and intense.
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The right side channel is called the Pingala Nadi, which crosses Ida Nadi at Agnya Chakra
(third eye) level. It is associated with the left side and the front of the brain. This channel
caters to the right compassionate nervous system and is the supra-conscious mind. It
makes our future.
 It is the accomplished form of Lord Ganesha, where He is in a relaxed form as he masters
intellect.
 Ganesh Chaturthi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon period (Shukla Chaturthi) in
the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad.

A display and order guide for the temple Vastu Ganesha statue:

Displaying the Ganesha statue for the home entrance or any office/school or institution will
play a vital role in bringing your decor an elegant look.
 Bring a fresh and warm look to your home or apartment placed over an iron pedestal in
the nooks or corners.
 Exhibiting it on the patio among potted plants helps you and your family to relax.
Simply influence the decor theme by displaying the Ganesha statue on the built-in shelve.
Exhibit it on any tabletop, t bringing positive energy and an elegant look to your home or
apartment, or office.
Are you looking for an innovative placement then place it on the foyer over a console or
sideboard between two lamps for illuminating the sculpture in dark.

Blessing of the Siddhi Vinayak Ganesha statue for home:

Lord Siddhi Vinayak banishes the fear of mishaps during journeys.
Grant the devotee to get riches and abundance with happiness.
Useful to eradicate Vastu Dosha.

Tips to make your stone Ganesha statue clean and neat:

 Tidy up, your stone Ganesha statue is a simple effortless job.
 Rinse the stone well with water. Keep the whole stone wet during the entire process. The
stone should be continually moist, even if you only use a basic spray bottle and keep
misting it.
Use your natural-bristle brush or other soft brushes over problem areas. Use a circular
motion, but do not scrub hard. Use wooden, nylon, or bamboo implements to gently scrape
away.
Rinse the Ganesha statue thoroughly, and dry it off with a towel.
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Granite Blackstone Small Right
Trunk Ganesha Statue 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01281
Price: ₹4,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

The artistically crafted universe of CRAFTS ODISHA has everything you need for your
home and office space, like this black stone small right trunk Ganesha statue. 
Material:  Blackstone / Granite Stone Dimension(HWL): 8 x 5 x 2.5 inches Height: 8 inch
Position: Sitting Features of the Sandstone Ganesh Murti: 

An idol of Lord Ganesh is shown above.
The icon is seen sitting over a two-layer substructure, beneath him a mouse is seen (His
mount) with folding hands looking humbly at his master.
With his four hands, he is seen holding with a noose, a goad his broken tusk, and Ladoo.
The state of Odisha in India is known for its rich cultural and artistic inheritance. And is
popular across the globe for its traditional stone working.

Lord Ganesha; significance

He is the son of Lord Mahadev and Goddess Parvati.
He is specially designated as Vighnaharta, one who takes away obstacles.
He is also the epitome of wisdom and knowledge.
His right side trunk is called Siddhi Vinayaka. Siddhi, one of the wives of Ganesha inhabits
to his right and thus, the idol with a trunk curved to the right is called Siddhi Vinayaka.
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  The right-sided trunk stands for liberty from all earthly pleasures and the accomplishment
of Moksha.
 Ganesh Chaturthi also called Vinayaka Chavithi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon
period (Shukla Chaturthi) in the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad

Basic ideas for an indoor design:

 Amp up the look of your living by incorporating the beautiful Granite Ganesha beside the
sofa set on an end table.
Sometimes less is more like this 8-inch Blackstone statue can proudly adorn the balcony
among some of your potted plants and flower.
Display the statue on free-standing or ladder shelves will add visual interest to the
spectator.
Steal the show by exhibiting the stone sculpture in the foyer /entryway of the home or
office.
Don't miss the opportunity to gift the sacred idol on the special auspicious occasion to your
family and friends.

 Lord Ganesha statue and its benefits on devotees:

Destroy all your obstacles, & you will have a peaceful life.
Eradicates Vasstu-related dosha from the house if any.
Strengthen weak mercury if you have it in your birth chart.

How to clean a Granite surface:

Thankfully, there’s no need to stress! Cleaning Indian Granite is straightforward and
requires little effort.
A simple wash-down with soapy water eliminates everyday grime while moss, and algae.
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Granite Blackstone Sitting 8
inch Siddhi Ganesha Statue
Read More
SKU: 01280
Price: ₹4,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

The 8 inch Siddhi Ganesha statue can well adorn any of the vacant corners or nooks
of your home or office. Each one is crafted from Blackstone granite and serves as a
versatile endless decorative option. Material: Blackstone / Granite Stone
Dimension(HWL): 8 x 5 x 2.5 inches Height: 8 inch Position : Sitting Features of the
Siddhi Ganesh statue:

 A statue of Lord Ganesh made from Blackstone is shown here.
Portrayed in the form of an elephant head with a trunk. He has large ears, a pot belly, and
possesses short legs.
 He is usually seen as having four hands. With which he is shown holding a noose, a goad,
his favorite sweet, and gestures in Abhay Mudra.
He is always accompanied by his Vahana, which is a mouse. The mouse remains beneath
his feet and looks up to the Lord with humble eyes and folded hands.

Blackstone Ganpati idol importance:

He is the Supreme God in the Hindu religion. Also known as Vinayaka, Ganapati, and
Vighnaharta. He is the eldest son of Lord Shiva & Goddess Parvati.
Lord Ganesha is the leader of the Shiv Ganas (forces of Lord Shiva).
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He is the first among all other gods to be worshipped at the beginning of any new venture,
as well as any religious rituals.
The 7th among the 32 different forms of Ganapati is known as Siddhi Ganpati.
 Siddhi Ganapati is regarded as the Lord of success and attainment and also, as an
embodiment of masterly intelligence.
 It is the accomplished form of Lord Ganesha, where He is in a relaxed form as he masters
intelligence.

Ways where you can incorporate the statue of Lord Ganesha:

Brighten up your home with a touch of festive cheer, the Blackstone Ganesha can do the
magic in your living and patio.
Let your interests, talents, and hobbies grace your walls by displaying the statue on the
wall engraved or in a built-in cabinet.
Your home is your art gallery where you can incorporate where ever you wish to showcase
the statue.
Give your home the extra jazz you seek sometimes by exhibiting the sculpture in the
vacant nooks with an angular or floating shelve.
With the minimalistic Blackstone Ganesh, you can mix and match a great color scheme is
all you need to make a space come alive.
 You may be much tempted to style your home by displaying it on the entrance or foyer
over a console or sideboard.
Add an old worldly charm to your home with the antique piece, on floating or free-
standing, open-close shelves.
These artistic idols can be used as gift items and as home decors to present to your friends
and family on several auspicious occasions.

Benefits of Blackstone Ganpati statue:

Worshiping Siddhi Vinayak removes all kinds of obstacles and barriers. Happiness comes in
life.
Couples who desire to have children must worship Siddhi Vinayak. They will get benefits
very soon.
Worshiping Siddhi Vinayak brings happiness and prosperity to the house.

How do you clean the Black stone Ganesha statue:

Whether you own the Ganesha statue indoors or out, it requires recurring care and
cleaning to maintain its smooth, delicate appearance.
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Dip a sponge or cloth into the soapy water and wipe over the marble statue. Irrigate the
sponge or cloth in the bucket repeatedly and let it air dry.

Granite Blackstone Sitting
Siddhi Ganesha Statue 8 inch
Read More
SKU: 01279
Price: ₹4,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

Granite Blackstone Center Trunk
Sushamna Ganesha Idol 8 in
Read More
SKU: 01278
Price: ₹4,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Centre Trunk Ganesha,
Granite Ganapati Statue, Granite stone Ganesha
Statue, Interior Designing Statue, outdoor statue,
Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesh, Vastu Ganesha Statue
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Product Description

Granite Blackstone Small Sitting
8 in Vastu Ganesha Statue
Read More
SKU: 01277
Price: ₹4,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, Left Trunk Ganesh Idol, outdoor
statue, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesh, Vastu Ganesha
Statue

Product Description

Granite Blackstone Small 8.5 in
Sitting Vastu Ganesha Statue
Read More
SKU: 01276
Price: ₹4,800.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati
Statue, Granite stone Ganesha Statue, Interior
Designing Statue, outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh
Idol, Siddhi Ganesh, Temple Statue
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Product Description

Granite Blackstone Small Sitting
Temple Ganesha Statue 7 in
Read More
SKU: 01275
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Granite Stone Statue Manufacturer, Black
Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati Statue, Granite
stone Ganesha Statue, Interior Designing Statue,
outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh Idol, Siddhi
Ganesh, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesha Statue

Product Description

Granite Blackstone Small Sitting
Siddhi Ganesha Statue 7 in
Read More
SKU: 01274
Price: ₹4,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues
Tags: Black Granite Stone Statue Manufacturer, Black
Stone Ganesh Idol, Granite Ganapati Statue, Granite
stone Ganesha Statue, Interior Designing Statue,
outdoor statue, Right Trunk Ganesh Idol, Siddhi
Ganesh, Temple Statue, Vastu Ganesha Statue
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Product Description

Sandstone Big Sitting Lord
Ganesha Sitting Sculpture 50 in
Read More
SKU: 01256
Price: ₹70,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description

Don't settle for the average shop's unique and nature-inspired decor pieces only at
CRAFTS ODISHA. This Sandstone big Ganesha sitting sculpture has everything you
need for your home and office space. Material:  Sandstone / Red stone  
Dimension(HWL): 50 x 28 x 15 inches Height: 4 ft (approx.) Position: Sitting
Features of the Sandstone Ganesha Murti: 

The idol shown here is of the elephant head god "Lord Ganesha".
The idol is seen sitting over a substructure, wearing a crown making him look more regal.
His four hands are held with a noose, a goad his broken tusk, and his favorite sweet Ladoo.
Stone carving is the tremendous creativity of Odishan Craftsmanship which has been
sustained for generations through the carving of the temples and monuments throughout
Odisha and has earned popularity throughout the globe.

Lord Ganesha; importance and significance 

He is the son of Mahadev and Parvati.
He is mainly represented as Vighnaharta, one who takes away obstacles.
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He is also the embodiment of wisdom and knowledge.
His right side trunk is called Siddhi Vinayaka. Siddhi, one of the wives of Ganpati inhabits
to his right and hence, the idol with a trunk curved to the right is called Siddhi Vinayaka.
The right-sided trunk stands for freedom from all worldly pleasures and the attainment of
Moksha.
Ganesh Chaturthi also called Vinayaka Chavithi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon
period (Shukla Chaturthi) in the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad

Ideas for a dreamy outdoor embellishment:

 Regardless of how sunny or shady, woodsy or open, large or small your garden is you can
complement the look with the sandstone Ganesha statue.
 Choosing greenery of varying heights to incorporate the statue is an easy way to boost
your outdoor space's visual appeal.
 There's no reason why you can't carry the aesthetic to your indoor living room, the end
table or pedestal where you can install the statue can do the trick.
Creating and cultivating the Ganesha statue in the entryway or foyer of the home/
office/restaurant makes the space picture-perfect.
 Spruce up your garden with an assortment of colorful plants making a bed of flowers for
the statue that embodies the beauty of the season.
Hospitals, lobbies, and the corridors of resorts or hotels give an instant makeover.

Advantageous reasons for keeping the Lord Ganesha statue:

Helpful in bringing success to the worshipper and it will also assist his devotee to steer
clear of the obstacles in his path.
 Lord Ganesha is also known for blessing his devotees with good fortune and wealth.
 He provides us with complete peace and absolute happiness.

Doing general cleaning of the sandstone sculpture:

Sandstone is a natural stone that can be used inside and outside of your home. Cleaning
Indian sandstone is simple.
To clean your sandstone, you just need some common cleaning products and the proper
technique.
use a dry towel or a small, hand-held brush to wipe all crumbs, dust, and other debris off of
them.
You can also use a vacuum to get rid of all loose dirt and debris on the surface.
Use a clean, soft rag to wipe down your sandstone. Simply get the rag wet, ring it out in
the sink, and then wipe the entire sculpture.
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Granite Sitting Ganesha Stone
Statue 1 ft
Read More
SKU: 01247
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

The sitting Ganesha stone statue can brighten up a living space. An easy-to-store
piece from the renowned CRAFTS ODISHA. Material: Blackstone / Granite Stone
Dimension(HWL): 12 x 8 x 3 inches Height: 1 ft Position: Sitting Explanation of the
Ganesha idol:

The above statue is of granite sitting Siddhi Ganesha Murti.
In this statue, Lord Ganesha is caught sitting over a lotus pedestal in Lalitasana a regal
pose.
The idol has Chaturbhuj, where he is holding a noose, goad, and his favorite sweetmeats
while gesturing in Abhay Mudra with the other.
The statue is efficiently engraved on a single Black stone, flaunting the brilliancy of the
artisans of Odisha where stone engraving is globally recognized.

Importance of the sitting Ganesha statue:

Lord  Ganesh is the offspring of Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati.
He is the only god that People consider the god of beginning.
He is hailed as a remover of obstacles and a forerunner of success.
Siddhi Ganapati is regarded as the 7th among the 32 different forms of Ganapati.
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The right trunk Ganesha is known for immense dedication and purity.
It is believed that an idol with the trunk curling on the right represents a more fiery and
belligerent Ganesha.
Siddhi, who sits on his right, represents higher spiritual powers as well as intelligence.
The date of Ganesh Chaturthi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon period (Shukla
Chaturthi) in the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad.

Home decor ideas:

Displaying the statue on any tabletop will make it a center of attraction in the room.
Make them as noted as possible by incorporating the statue on a built-in or wall engraved
shelf.
 Give a lively appearance to the statue on dead corners or nooks of a room.
Display cases, side tables, china cabinets, etc make the wall more fascinating.
Display your creative side to the best by placing it on a console or a sideboard in the
entryway or foyer.
Exhibiting the statue at the front desk/reception/study of home and office adds elegance.
Surprise your loved ones by gifting this at their special event.

The usefulness of the Siddhi Vinayak Ganesha sitting statue: 

To lead a healthy and prosperous life. You are likely to attain wisdom.
 Advantageous for removing any Vaastu Dosha at home.
Helpful to strengthen weak mercury in your birth chart.
your life becomes peaceful, both personal and professional.

Tips to take care of Granite surface:

Granite sculptures make a nice addition to the decor of your home.
 You may be wondering how to keep it clean? Fortunately cleaning it up is a simple task.
Wash the sculpture with a clean cloth or sponge dipped in soapy water.
Use the brush dipped in soapy water to clean the harder-to-reach areas. Rinse the
sculpture with water.
Dry the sculpture with a soft clean dry towel to remove excess moisture.
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Granite Stone Siddhi Ganesha
Sitting Statue 13 in
Read More
SKU: 01246
Price: ₹11,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

You don't have to break the bank to give your home a high-end look with the Granite
stone Siddhi Ganesha sitting statue. Material: Black stone / Granite Stone
Dimension(HWL): 13 x 7 x 3.5 inches Height: 1 ft Position: Sitting Explanation of the
Ganpati idol:

The above statue is of small granite Siddhi Ganesha sitting Murti.
In this statue, Lord Ganesha is seen sitting over a lotus plinth in Lalitasana a royal pose.
The idol has four hands (Chaturbhuj), where he is holding a noose, goad, and his favorite
sweetmeats while gesturing in Abhay Mudra with the other.
The statue is efficiently imprinted on a single Black stone, flaunting the brilliancy of the
artisans of Odisha where stone engraving has earned recognition globally.

Importance of the sitting temple Ganesha:

Lord  Ganesh is the son of Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati.
He is the only god that people regarded as the god of beginning.
He is praised as a remover of obstacles and a harbinger of success and is both loved and
venerated.
Siddhi Ganapati is regarded as the 7th among the 32 different forms of Ganapati.
The right trunk Ganesha calls for immense dedication and purity.
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It is believed that an idol with the trunk curling on the right represents a more fiery and
aggressive Ganesha.
Siddhi, who sits on his right, represents higher spiritual powers as well as intellect.
The date of Ganesh Chaturthi falls on the fourth day of the waxing moon period (Shukla
Chaturthi) in the Hindu lunar month of Bhadrapad.

Thoughtful home decor ideas you should apply:

Exhibiting the statue on any tabletop to make it a focal point of the room.
Make them as prominent as possible by incorporating the statue on a built-in shelf.
 Makes a big difference by placing the statue on a vacant corner or nooks of your room.
Displaying the art piece on cases, side tables, china cabinets, etc make the wall more
interesting.
Display your imaginative side to the best by placing it on an iron console or a sideboard
between two lamps which will immediately trigger a feeling for your guests, and they will
have a more luxurious feeling toward the space.
Displaying the statue at the front desk/reception /study of home and office adds classiness.
Amaze your loved ones by gifting this at their special event.

The benefit of the Siddhi Ganesha sitting statue:

The worshiper will lead a healthy and prosperous life, & likely to gain wisdom.
 Beneficial for withdrawing any Vaastu Dosha at home.
Useful for people with weak mercury.
your life becomes serene, both personal and professional.

Tips to take care of Granite surface:

Maintaining granite sculptures frequently is necessary whether the sculpture is exhibited
outside or within your house.
Clean the granite statue with a sponge or cloth that has been dipped in soapy water.
Remove any remains from the stone sculpture by carefully rinsing it and desiccating it with
a towel.
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Soapstone 1ft Sitting Right
Trunk Ganesha Statue
Read More
SKU: 01108
Price: ₹25,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description

Granite Stone Sitting Right
Trunk Ganesha Statue 42 in
Read More
SKU: 01104
Price: ₹160,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description
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Sandstone Ganesha 14 in
Standing Ganesha Idol
Read More
SKU: 01071
Price: ₹17,500.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description

Sandstone Red Sitting Ganesha
Stone Statue 16 in
Read More
SKU: 01068
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues, Statues
& Sculptures

Product Description
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Sandstone Dancing Ganesha
Sculpture 16 in
Read More
SKU: 01064
Price: ₹18,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Ganesha Statues, Hindu Statues

Product Description
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